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In Our Time Together Today
• Welcome each other

• Learn about what South Dakotans 
shared in the regions

• Revisit and reflect on our state’s 
vision for good lives for families and 
people with disabilities

• Revisit our “why” Hear examples 
from other CoP states

• Work on more colorful lives

• Prioritize 

• Work together for the next 
step



National 
Community of 

Practice for
Supporting 

Families



Project Goal

To build capacity through a 

community of practice across 

and within States to create 

policies, practices and systems 

to better assist and support 

families that include a 

member with I/DD across 

the lifespan.

Project Outcome

• State and national consensus on a national framework 

and agenda for improving support for families with 

members with I/DD.

• Enhanced national and state policies, practices, and 

sustainable systems that result in improved supports to 

families.

• Enhanced capacity of states to replicate and sustain 

exemplary practices to support families and systems.

Next year five new 

states!
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Core Belief: 
All people and their 

families have the right to 
live, love, work, play 
and pursue their life 
aspirations in their 

community. 



Family Life Experience Impacts Trajectory

Biology:  Likes, dislikes, 

skills, abilities

Policy:  

Dreams, aspirations,

house rules, cultural rules, 

expectations

Environment:  

Neighborhood,

socio-economic, education

Social:  Family and friend 

network, connection with 

community members

Family Cycle Impacts Member Life Cycle

Family Unit Impacts Individual Level Characteristics

A Snapshot-Why it Matters
(regardless of where they live or their age)



About Lisa

• Retired Director PA 

Director Training & 

TA

• CtLC Framework

Facilitator & Coach

• PCT Mentor 

• Family Member

• Mom, grandmother



About Barb

• Director of State Policy, 
NASDDDS

• Co-Director of National 
Community of Practice on 
Supports to Families

• State Director of DD in 2 
States

• University faculty

• Mom, grandmom



What did we Hear in the Regions so 
Far?



Good Supports 

for Families?

Trajectory towards Supported Families

How has the journey been thus far?

What we don’t want 

for families in 

South Dakota?



Services and Supports are Evolving

Everyone exists 

within the context 

of family 

and community

Traditional

Disability Services

Integrated Services 

and Supports within 

context of person, 

family and community 



Friends, family, 

enough money, 

job I like, home, 

faith, vacations, 

health, choice, 

freedom

Poverty, loneliness, 

segregation, 

restrictions, lack of 

choice, boredom, 

institutions

Focusing ONLY on Eligibility Supports

Eligibility 

Supports



Friends, family, 

enough money, 

job I like, home, 

faith, vacations, 

health, choice, 

freedom

Relying ONLY on Family & Friends

Relationships

Poverty, loneliness, 

segregation, restrictions, 

lack of choice, boredom, 

institutions 



i-pad/smart phone 

apps, remote 

monitoring, cognitive 

accessibility, 

Adaptive

equipment

family, friends, 

neighbors, co-

workers, church 

members, 

community   

members

school, businesses, church 

faith based, parks & rec, 

public transportation

SHS services, Special Ed, 

Medicaid, Voc Rehab, 

Food Stamps, Section 8

R

resources, skills, abilities 

characteristics

LifeCourse Integrated          
Supports STAR-

100%



Key Principle, Many Uses:
Trajectory and Vision for Good Life

Ways to Use:

1. Understand and Explore 

Good Life

2. Specific Problem Solving 

and Planning

3. Planning and ISP

4. Policy and Systems 

change



Human Needs of Person and their Family

System Requirements (Federal, State, Organizational)

Front Door

Interaction 
Intake &

Assessment

Person Centered 

Plan Process

Check-In & 

Monitoring

Annual 

Meeting

Touchpoints between Person/Family and LTSS
Delivering 

Services
Accessing 

Supports

Human Needs vs. System Needs



Reflections and Actions

 The rules are the rules, some can change, some not

 Some leverage good lives in the community

 We can use LifeCourse principles and tools in everyday work and  
our lives- it is yin and the yang

 Let’s reflect and practice-a more colorful life

“It doesn’t matter where you are, you are nowhere compared to where 
you can go.” -Bob Proctor



A Loop Around the CoP Country



National CoP Work-Look at Us GO!
➢ New and revised waivers and Medicaid authorities influenced by CoP work-

TN, MD, DC, WA, DE

➢ Information dissemination-accurate 

➢ Families involved and engaged at all levels

➢ Looking at waiting lists through new eyes

➢ Retooling the front door

➢ Increase in technology for good lives

➢ Building trust, respect and partnerships

➢ Changes in Individual Support Plans

➢ Use in schools, vocational work, aging, dd, and other touchpoints

➢ Families and self-advocates building their OWN their own portfolios

➢ From awareness to implementation, bit by bit

➢ Reaching the “all”

➢ Agencies weaving this into everyday work- not a new program or initiative

-



Charting the LifeCourse Framework: A Paradigm Shift-Maryland

 Informs the work of  the DDA…

 Imbedded throughout all 
programs…

 Principles, language and 
references to the  tools are 
articulated consistently in each 
waiver.

MD’s New Waiver Language

All waivers are  designed to provide support 
services to participants and their families, to 
enable participants’ to work toward self-
determination, interdependence, productivity, 
integration, and inclusion in all facets of 
community life across their lifespans. It 
supports individuals and families as they focus 
on life experiences that point the trajectory 
toward a good quality of life across the 
lifespan. Services can support integrated life 
domains that are important to a good quality 
of life, including daily life, safety and security, 
community living, healthy lifestyle, social and 
spirituality, and citizenship and advocacy. 
These services will build on each participant’s 
current support structures to work toward 
individually defined life outcomes, which focus 
on developing the participant’s abilities for 
self-determination, community living, 
socialization, and economic self-sufficiency. 
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National Examples-Missouri 
Quality-Safety and Security in the Community-HCBS

 The CoP, based on Charting the LifeCourse© can be used 

to assist with a quality framework for safety and security

 Individually and scaling up systemically?

 We get what we measure; measuring both the basics and 

the “softer” side



The Missouri Quality Outcomes were developed as 

a result of listening to people with disabilities, their 

families, and advocates. The outcomes were 

designed to encourage personal quality of life 

outcomes with individual focus on leading a self-

determined life; including personal values, choice, 

health, safety, inclusion and self-advocacy. 

Missouri



MO Quality Outcomes

 The Missouri Quality Outcomes will be measured through annual 
data collected by the Division of Developmental Disabilities. Based 
on the data, the Division of Developmental Disabilities will address 
areas of enhancements to services and supports through policies and 
practices, with the goal of providing continuous improvement for 
people with developmental disabilities. 

https://dmh.mo.gov/dd/docs/missourqualityoutcomes.pdf

 This is woven in with the work of the state, support 
coordinators, providers, families and self advocates-we 
are all in this together-The SHOW ME 

STATE ☺

Ways to Connect  National Core Indicators and Missouri Quality Outcomes to improve services and 
supports
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MO Quality Outcomes

Missouri Quality Outcomes- Based on 

LifeCourse-

https://dmh.mo.gov/dd/docs/missourqualityoutcomes.pdf


Example from NCI At-A-Glance 
Report
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MISSOURI QUALITY OUTCOME People are Educated about 
Their Rights and Practice Strategies to Promote Their Safety 
and Security

.

MATCHED WITH NATIONAL CORE INDICATOR DATA

Safety

o 35% have a key to their home
o 44% can lock their bedroom door

Adult Consumer 
Survey 

o 12% report that others read mail 
without asking

o 89% can use the phone and 
internet when they want

o 10% reported that there is at least 
one place where they feel afraid or 
scared

o 94% say they have someone to go to 
for help if they ever feel scared

Adult Family Survey 
o 77% of families know how report abuse or neglect
o Within the past year, 4% of individuals had a 

report of abuse or neglect filed on their behalf

Child Family Survey 

o 55% know how to file a complaint or grievance 
about provider agencies or staff

o Of those that filed a complaint or grievance, 
59% were satisfied with how it was resolved



FROM MISSOURI NCI AND QUALITY OUTCOMES PRESENTATION

Predictors of Abuse and Neglect –let’s flip these together!

 Social isolation (lack of friendships and relationships beyond 
paid staff)

 Social stigma related to a lack of respect for people with 
disabilities

 Lack of privacy within the residence

 Ignorance of individual rights

 Staff stress and lack of training

 Significant dependence on others

 Lack of control/decision-making

 Lack of community participation

Working together for good lives



Washington State Innovations-
Scaling Up

• Listening sessions and 

spreading the word

• Technology

• Website-Informing Families-I 

can make my own plan!

• Social Media-collecting success 

stories

• Sharing my plan



Washington Innovations-Scaling 
Up

• Training providers on community 

navigators (new waiver service to 

assist people build relationships 

during the day)-so successful, 

ongoing-true partnership and 

more providers signing up for 

services

• Strong relationship with State DD 

agency 

• And More



Indiana Framing Our Vision –Hoosiers!



IN Charting a Trajectory for Case Management

Vision for a Good Case Management for 
Hoosiers with Disabilities

Supports individuals and families of all 

abilities and all ages to develop a 

vision for a good life, think about what 

they need to know and do, identify 

how to find or develop supports, and 

discover what it takes to live the lives 

they want to live.

What We Don’t Want for Case Management 
for Hoosiers with Disabilities

• Process over people

• Focused solely on waiver supports

• Focused on skill acquisition

2014

• Changed Practice to Refer Individuals for 
Intake After Medicaid Eligibility Secured

2015

• Dedicated Liaison with State Agency

• Active Collaboration with CMCOs 
Resulting in Greater Opportunities for 
Feedback and Input 

2016

• Concerted Focus on Building Case 
Management as Critical & Valued Role in 
Supporting DDRS Consumers

– Hired Dedicated Consultant to 
lead innovations

– Assembled Innovation Workgroup 

• Dedicated Newsletter Focused on Issues 
Important to Case Managers

• Streamlined the Monitoring Checklist

2017

• Revised CM Certification 

Exam

• Allow RNs to be employed 

or contracted

• Retroactive BMR policy and 

High-Cost policy reduced 

administrative burden

• Streamlining information 

technology systems and 

sunsetting Advocare

• Implementing Workgroup 

recommendations



 LifeCourse Framework

 Infused Throughout the 
Process

 Focus on Holistic 
Planning

 Emphasis on Supports, 
Including but Beyond 
Goods & Services- a 
colorful life

 Tools Available to the 
Individual, Family, Case 
Manager and Provider 
to Use, As Desired

Indiana An Updated PCISP Approach



No Wrong Door-DC focused on VR and 
DD- State, Family and Provider Linkages



Other Examples of 
LifeCourse Application within 

Providers, Case Management, Etc..

• Job Descriptions

• New Positions

• Hiring & Interviews

• Performance Reviews

• Team Meetings



Provider &
CM Employee Training



Employee Training
Person Centered Planning    
Integrated Support Star
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Job Descriptions



Human Resource: 

Hiring and Performance Reviews



Organizational
Communication 

Plan 
for

Conflict Free Case 
Management



Organizational Strategic Thinking:
Evolving Day Habilitation Services
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Person Within 
Context of 
Family and 
Community

What is the 

Vision and 

Trajectory for 

South Dakota?



Good Supports 

for Families?

Trajectory towards Supported Families in SD?

What we don’t want 

for families in 

South Dakota?



Good Supports 

for Families?

Our Priorities

What we don’t want 

for families in 

South Dakota?



Our First Steps



THANK YOU
for all you do for families!


